
Solent recreational boat users workshop 13 June 2019 Eastleigh 

General  

• Workshop focused on ‘black water’, not other pollutants such as Zinc, plastics, oil.  

• Recognition that it is an ‘invisible’ issue, and socially not acceptable, but not talked about 

much.  

• Solids more of an issue than liquid waste.  

• Keep momentum going and facilitate future events. 

 

Campaign considerations 

• Message needs to be simple, clear and specific. 

• Use key messaging from slides and promote campaigns via the Solent Forum website. 

• Outreach materials and branding – is there any funding for this? 

• Video footage – explain issue, other management actions, impacts and consequences (incl 

faecal bacteria), what others can do.  Where – ferry, websites, training events – versatile 

enough to cover various outlets. 

• Green Blue refreshing website in the autumn – will include signposting to pump out facilities 

locations –useful if people could give ‘Trip adviser’ feedback mechanism to rate facilities. 

• The perception of sailing is that it is good clean outdoors and healthy. Don’t want to lose 

that perception but want to raise awareness of issues. Using ‘shock’ images of faeces could 

be counterproductive but go with zeitgeist of marine plastic approach. 

• H&S a priority over environment so issue should be reframed as a health issue. 

• Need evidence who to target – are overnighters and day trippers both an issue? Day trippers 

may be harder to target. 

• Who delivers the messages - Identify champions and trusted figure heads to publicise the 

‘message’ eg Skippers, RYA instructors, Commodores, Harbour Authorities. 

• Few new people taking up sailing so older people more stuck in their ways. 

• Acknowledge achievements to date eg new vessels have tanks, some pump out facilities etc 

• Gender – different issues for women – needs different approach 

• Need facilities in place before any campaigns – signpost people to where/what they are. 

Personalise message in harbour dues renewal notices 

Incentives 

• Gold anchor scheme – BMF/Green Blue – but needs an organisation to assess and audit to 
implement. 



Regulation 

• Legislation needs to go further.  

• No legislation to make pump out (p/o) compulsory - coming soon. 

• Perception of ferry’s/commercial/Naval vessels in Portsmouth being a problem from other 

harbour users where in fact large vessels are regulated and unlikely to be the cause of an 

incident. Usual report of incidents assume it’s down to them. 

• Problem not visible in our turbid waters. Mediterranean clear waters more obvious to see 

and therefore report and enforce against – good practice elsewhere where they have 

provided facilities such as washing up facilities.  

• Include use of facilities or not pumping out in marina as part of Environmental & Safety 

Policy that each boat owner has to sign. HA byelaws etc. – default option.  

Material Issues 

• Distance to facilities from boats. 

• Distribution of pump out facilities across Solent is reasonably good compared to the rest of 

UK, but not good compared with Europe where they are compulsory (?). Many facilities are 

often broken, can be difficult to mend due to expense, and low number of qualified 

engineers/ contractors to do the work. 

• Use of a port-a-loo – people do, but difficult and unpleasant to take home to clean. 

• Not all boats have space for holding tanks, some have space but not fitted from 2016 all new 

vessels are fitted with a holding tank. Smaller vessels may not have a head, and older vessels 

unlikely to have a holding tank.  

Interventions 

• Harbour Authorities could charge for p/o in their dues and offer a discount/ voucher scheme 

to ‘reward’ people who have a holding tank and encourage them to p/o. 

• Water companies could be approached to fund p/o/ facilities as a win / win solution. 

• Survey all boat owners to determine who has a holding tank to gauge the scale of the 

problem and as a baseline to see how this changes over time. 

• Make temporary p/o available at events.  

• Mobile p/o to go to boats at other times too if easier to have in a marina than a fixed p/o. 

It’s a hassle to manoeuvre any boat in a tight marina, and no-one looks forward to that – 

potential business opportunity. 

• P/o need to be free at point of use and easy to use. 

• Trip Advisor / p/o app – reviews on facilities, report broken ones etc. Resource implications? 



• Timing important: invoicing for dues – carry messaging at this time including incentives to 

use facilities eg discounts/ vouchers. 

• Joint letter from harbour authorities / users to the water companies asking for start up 

funding for p/o facilities possible bulk buy discount from this approach. Water companies 

more likely to offer a ‘trade effluent discount’ rather than fund third party assets. 

• Consider using Harbour notices and penalties. 

• BMF – code of conduct on compliance by boat owners – coming soon(?) 

• Install p/o facilities on fuel berth for convenience. Boaters have to refuel so might as well 

p/o at the same time in the same place for free (at point of use) – saves hassle. 

• Training / instructions on how to use the p/o and best practice 

• Need more p/o contractors – business opportunity. 

• HA could put in facilities using a levy from the marinas in their jurisdiction and available to 

all. HA know their marinas so know how to persuade them to get on board. 

• Make having a holding tank an attractive option: e.g ‘head’ start in races! 

• Need baselines to measure ‘success’ against. Survey boat owners to find out who has a tank 

and publicise these stats each year to reflect an increase (hopefully!). Water Quality baseline 

too complex to determine impact of this one initiative as so many different sources of 

N/Faecal contamination. Better to avoid/reduce the risk – avoid/treat the discharge. 

• Find out what Scandinavia is doing right – different culture and behaviour. 

• Jackie to follow up with Caroline Price and Emma Barton and Duncan Savage – European 

contacts and messages of good practice 

• NE/EA circulating developing codes of practice to IFCAs and fishers too. 

• Can NE’s infographics on water quality join up with Green Blue’s? Share messages and facts, 

what works/is covered, and share resources. 

• Promote pump out facilities and impacts wider, e.g. through Reeds Almanach. 

• Engage local boat construction firms/yards who fit holding tanks - have information days at 

the marinas about who locally can do this reliably and at a good price. Maybe some financial 

incentive towards installation cost if local suppliers are used – would also help the local 

economy. There could also be a DIY kit option to make fibre glass tanks.  

• Have basic toilet blocks on the pontoons helps. 

Conclusions / next steps 

Circulate a list of commitments (pledges and actions). 

Have a follow up meeting – 3 – 6 months. 


